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Anodic dissolution of nickel in HNO3+Cl- solutions was studied with in-line digital holography by
observing the dynamic processes at the electrode-electrolyte interface under an applied magnetic field.
Although the Lorentz force always enhances the mass-transport processes, the effects of the magnetic
field on the anodic dissolution of nickel have been found to be different in different regions. In the
active region, because electron transfer rather than mass transfer is the rate-determining step, the
magnetic field decreases the current, as confirmed by the decrease in the concentration gradient of the
corrosion products at the interface. The convection induced by the magnetic field drives away
intermediate ions such as Ni(ClH+)ads from the surface of the electrode, which can inhibit the formation
of the surface film. However, in the prepassive region, since mass transfer is the rate-determining step,
the current increases, and the concentration gradient of the corrosion products increases at the
interface.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Magnetoelectrochemistry, as a branch of electrochemistry, has been studied since the 1930s
owing to its practical applications in industry. Recently, interest in magnetoelectrochemistry has
mainly been directed at the effects of the magnetic field (MF) on mass transport [1-6], electrode
kinetics [7-10], and deposit morphology [11-15].
It is well-established that an MF can modify the mass transport rate by the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect [4,16-19]. The origin of the effect is the Lorentz force (FL) that
generates the convection of the solution to increase the limiting current [16]. Unlike the high degree of
agreement on the mass transport processes, the effects of MF on electron-transfer processes are
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controversial. Olivier [7] studied different electrochemical systems by electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy and proposed that MF has no effect on the charge-transfer coefficient. Koehler [8] failed
to detect any changes induced by MF for the electron-transfer rate constant of different redox couples.
However, Lu [20] and Li [21] reported that MF does affect the electron-transfer step directly or
indirectly.
Both traditional and modern techniques, such as the voltammetric technique [22],
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [2] and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [23],
have been applied to investigate the effect of MF on the anodic dissolution of metallic materials and
have made fruitful contributions. However, to date, in-line techniques have been rarely used in the
studies of the effects of MF on the anodic dissolution of the nickel electrode. In-line digital
holography, a newly developed technique in the field has been found to show several advantages in the
study of the dynamic processes of the electrochemical reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface
[24-25], namely, real time dynamics, fast response, high precision, and the non-destructive working
principle [26].
Compared with the large number of papers on the effects of MF on the anodic dissolution of
iron [27-33] and copper [4,6,34-39], there have been relatively few studies concerning MF effects on
the anodic dissolution of nickel [40]. Our previous study [21] found that an applied MF promoted the
anodic dissolution when a mass-transfer process was the rate-determining step. However, when the
electron-transfer process was the rate-limiting step, the MF effects became complicated. Thus, more
information is needed to explain how MF affects the electron-transfer step.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The electrochemical experiments were carried out in a traditional three-electrode cell consisting
of a nickel working electrode (99.98％, Johnson Matthey Company), a Pt sheet counter electrode and a
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode. The working electrode (diameter and
length of 2 mm and 20 mm, respectively) was sealed with a layer of epoxy resin placed in a glass tube
with one end tightly welded to a Cu wire and the other end exposed to the solutions. Prior to each
experiment, the exposed end was polished with emery papers and then washed with doubly distilled
water in an ultrasonic bath. The IR drop was minimized by employing a Luggin capillary between the
working and the reference electrodes. Unless indicated otherwise, the solution used in this study was
0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM NaCl prepared from analytical grade reagents and doubly distilled water. All
potentials in this study are in reference to SCE.
The cell was placed in the gap of two ferromagnets, which induced a homogeneous field of up
to 0.45 T parallel to the surface of the electrode. The in-line digital holography experimental setup is
described in [41].
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the digital holography setup. The beam generated by a
He-Ne laser (wavelength: 632.8 nm) was separated into two by a beam splitter (BS). Neutral Density
Filters (NDF) were used to adjust the reference wave to maintain its intensity the same as that of the
object wave. The concentration changes near the surface of the electrode were detected via the beams
and then recorded as holograms by a CCD camera (Sony, DSR-PD150P), which was connected to a
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computer. In the presence of a concentration change (Δc) near the surface of the electrode during the
anodic dissolution processes of nickel, a phase difference (ΔΦ) and refractive index variation (Δn)
were observed. The relationships between ΔΦ, Δc, and Δn are described by [35]:
Δc = kΔn = kλ0ΔΦ / (2πd)
(1)
where k is the concentrative refractivity, λ0 is the laser light wavelength and d is the
geometrical path length where the refractive index variation is present.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the holographic system. M: mirror; BS: beam splitter; NDF: Neutral
Density Filters; SF: spatial filter; O: experimental cell; L1, L2 and L3: lens.
The surface morphology of nickel was observed by scanning electron microscopy (Hitachi S-3400N).
The electrochemical experiments were carried out by a CHI604B electrochemical instrument. The
potentiodynamic polarization (scan rate of 10 mV/s) and chronoamperometry methods were used. All
experiments were conducted at room temperature (25 ± 2℃).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Anodic polarization curves

Figure 2. The polarization curve of the Ni︱0.50 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM NaCl system without MF; scan
rate: 10 mV / s.
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Figure 2 shows the anodic polarization curve of the Ni electrode in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM
NaCl solution without MF with the scan rate of 10 mV/s. As in the 0.5 M HNO3 + 5.0 mM NaCl
solution, the overall anodic process can be roughly divided into three regions [21]. In the active region
(I), the current increases with the increase of the potential until a peak appears; in the prepassive region
(II), the current decreases with the increase of the potential because the formation rate of the surface
film tends to exceed the dissolution rate; in the passive region (III), a passive film is formed on the
surface of the electrode with defects due to chloride ions.
3.2 Effects of MF on the j-t curves
3.2.1 In the active region
Figure 3 shows the j-t curves at 0.04 V in the active region (I) without and with the application
of MF. Examination of Figure 3 shows that MF decreases the current. In our previous paper [21], it
was proposed that the applied MF drove the intermediate ions (such as NiClH+) inhibiting the
formation of the surface film away from the surface of the electrode so that the active dissolution was
inhibited. For further study, in-line digital holography was used to observe the dynamic processes at
the electrode-electrolyte interface during the active dissolution.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the holograms at different time points corresponding to
Figure 3. The phase difference is caused by the change of the refractive index, which is linked to the
changes of the concentration of the substances at the interface. The left side is the electrode while the
right side is the electrolyte (Figure 4). The green area means the phase difference is almost zero,
indicating that the concentration is uniform, whereas the red and the yellow areas reflect the increase
of the phase difference, indicating the increase of the concentration of the corrosion products at the
interface. Figures 4a and 4a’ show the phase distribution before polarization without (Figure 4a) or
with (Figure 4a’) the application of MF. The entire areas being solely green indicates that the
concentration is constant at the interface. Without the MF application (Figures 4b-4e), yellow and red
areas are observed at the interface, indicating that the concentration of the corrosion products increases
obviously with time. The values of the phase changes in the absence of MF (Figures 4b-4e) are larger
than those in the presence of MF (Figures 4b’-4e’), indicating that the concentration of the corrosion
products with the application of MF is lower than that without the application of MF.
There are different opinions regarding the effects of MF on the charge-transfer step. Lu [31]
proposed that MF hardly affected the activation-controlled anodic current of iron in the NaHCO3
solutions without halides, and Sueptitz [42] also proposed that the effects of MF on the current density
were not obvious in the active region for the iron electrode in the phthalate buffer. It is generally
accepted that in highly concentrated electrolytes, there was no impact of MF on the anodic dissolution
of iron controlled by the charge transfer step [27,43-46].
However, in the relatively low concentration electrolytes, for example, during the anodic
dissolution of iron in dilute H2SO4 in the potential region controlled by the charge transfer step [33], it
has been proposed that the anodic current is slightly decreased by MF because FL drives the Fe2+-ions
away and the H+-ions towards the electrode surface. While an applied MF affects the anodic
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dissolution [33], FL does not affect the charge transfer step directly but may affect the ion
concentrations near the surface of the electrode.

Figure 3. The j-t curves of Ni in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions without and with MF at E= 0.04
V.

Figure 4. Phase distributions at different times corresponding to Figure 2 without (b-e) and with MF
parallel (b’-e’). a, a’: the phase distribution before the test without (a) or with MF (a’).
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For the study of the MF effects, the possible reactions during the anodic dissolution of the Ni
electrode in an acidic solution containing chloride ions are given as follows [47]:
Ni + Cl− ↔ Ni(Cl)ads + e- (1)
Ni(Cl)ads + H+ ↔ Ni(ClH+)ads
(2)
Ni(ClH+)ads_↔ NiCl+aq + H+ + e- (3)
Darwish et al. [48] proposed a similar mechanism for the dissolution of iron in acidic chloride
solutions. Haleem [47] proposed that the rate-determining step was Reaction (2). The intermediate
ions, such as Ni(ClH+)ads, can promote reaction (3), and it may occur on the surface of the electrode at
the initial stage of the active dissolution. After MF is applied, FL is induced to force this type of ion to
leave the surface of the electrode (Figures 4b’-4e’), thus inhibiting reaction (3). As a consequence, the
current (Figure 3) and the concentration of the corrosion products (such as Ni2+) decrease with the
application of MF (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Schematic plot of anodic dissolution of nickel in the active region without (a and b) and with
(a’ and b’) MF.
Figure 5 illustrates the anodic dissolution of nickel in the active region without (a and b) and
with (a’ and b’) MF. Without MF application (Figures 5a-5b), many intermediate ions such as
Ni(ClH+)ads are generated on the electrode surface by reaction (2) in the primary stages of the active
dissolution. Subsequently, intermediate ions such as Ni(ClH+)ads, are oxidized to Ni2+ through reaction
(3), and a surface film is formed on the electrode surface. However, with the application of MF
(Figures 5a’-5b’), FL is induced to drive Ni(ClH+)ads away from the electrode surface, which can inhibit
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the formation of the surface film, leading to easier formation of the surface film. Even though MF
increases the mass transport, electron transfer is the rate-determining step in the active region. The
enhancement of mass transport caused by MF not only fails to promote the anodic dissolution but also
inhibits it by accelerating the evacuation of the intermediate ions from the electrode surface.

Figure 6. Surface morphologies of the electrodes in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions polarized at
0.04 V for 100 s without (a) and with (b) MF.
Figure 6 shows the surface morphologies of the Ni electrodes potentiostatically polarized at
0.04 V for 100 s in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions without and with the application of MF,
respectively. In the presence of chloride ions, the surface film is formed with defects, so that pitting is
easily induced. Several pits are observed on the surface of the electrode without the application of MF
(Figure 6a); however, with the application of MF (Figure 6b), the surface becomes smoother than that
without the application of MF. Clearly, MF inhibits the active dissolution of nickel. The results
obtained by SEM, digital holography (Figure 4), and potentiostatic polarization (Figure 3) are in
agreement.
In the active region, electron transfer is the rate-determining step. The intermediates are forced
away from the surface of the electrode leading to the decrease of the current. What will occur under the
application of MF when mass transfer is the rate-determining step? To answer this question, dynamic
processes have been observed by in-line digital holography during the anodic dissolution of nickel in
the prepassive region.
3.2.2 In the prepassive region
Figure 7 shows the j-t curves at 0.25 V in the prepassive region without or with the application
of MF. In contrast to Figure 3, MF increases the current (Figure 7).
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the holograms at different time points corresponding to
Figure 7. Figures 8a and 8a’ show the phase distribution before polarization without (Figure 8a) and
with (Figure 8a’) the application of MF, respectively. As shown in Figures 8b-8e, relatively uniform
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yellow and red areas are observed at the interface without the application of MF; however, these areas
retreat to the edges of the electrode (Figures 8b’-8e’) with the application of MF.

Figure 7. The j-t curves of Ni in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions without and with MF at E= 0.25
V.

Figure 8. Phase distributions at different times corresponding to Figure 6 without (b-e) and with MF
parallel (b’-e’). a, a’: the phase distribution before the test without (a) or with MF (a’).
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Figure 9. Schematic plot of anodic dissolution of nickel in the prepassive region without (a and b) and
with (a’ and b’) MF.

Figure 10. Surface morphologies of the electrode in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions polarized at
0.25 V for 100 s without (a) and with (b) MF.
To explain why MF increases the current in the prepassive region, a schematic plot is drawn
(Figure 9). Without the application of MF (Figures 9a-9b), a large amount of Ni2+ ions accumulate
around the electrode surface with the anodic dissolution of the nickel, and anions (NO3- and Cl-) in the
bulk solution migrate to the electrode surface to satisfy the electric neutrality principle. When the
concentration exceeds the solubility, the salt film (Figure 9b) is formed. This is verified by the
experimental results shown in Figures 8c-8e, because the appearance of the blue area indicates that the
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concentration of the corrosion products decreases. Under the protection of the salt film, the oxide film
is easily formed on the electrode surface [49]. However, with the application of MF (Figures 9a’-9b’),
FL is induced to drive the ions away from the electrode surface (Figure 9a’) so that the salt film is not
easily formed. This is also supported by the experimental results shown in Figures 8c’-8e’. Without the
protection of the salt film, it is too difficult to form the oxide film (Figure 9b’), resulting in the increase
of the current in the prepassive region.
Figure 10 shows the surface morphologies of the Ni electrode potentiostatically polarized at
0.25 V for 100 s in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions with and without MF. The electrode was
corroded more seriously (Figure 10b) with the application of MF than that without the application of
MF (Figure 10a), indicating the enhancement of the anodic dissolution by MF.

Figure 11. Top: the j-t curves of Ni in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions at E= 0.04 V and E= 0.25
V. Bottom: phase distributions at point A corresponding to Figure 10 (Top) without (A0.04V
and A0.25V) and with MF (A’0.04V and A’0.25V).
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The value of FL is calculated as follows [50]:
FL=J×B
(1)
Both the intensity and the orientation of MF are kept constant in this study, and the value of F L
therefore depends on the current. Since the currents may vary at different potentials, the F L values will
be different. What will occur if the currents are the same at different potentials without the application
of MF?
Figure 11(top) shows the j-t curves of Ni in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- solutions at E=0.04 V
and E=0.25 V without and with the application of MF, respectively. The two curves without MF
intersect at point A, where the currents remain the same at different potentials. If the effects of MF are
the same in different regions, the changes of the currents with MF should be the same, either
increasing or decreasing. However, with the application of MF, the current decreases at E= 0.04 V
(A’0.04V) but increases at E= 0.25 V (A’0.25V), which is in contrast to the relatively stable current
without MF.
Figure 11(bottom) shows the phase distributions corresponding to point A without (A0.04V and
A0.25V) and with MF (A’0.04V and A’0.25V). Under the same current (point A), without the application of
MF, the surface concentration gradient of the corrosion products is more or less the same, and the
phase distributions are therefore almost identical (A0.04V and A0.25V). However, clear differences are
observed here, with the gradient much lower in A’0.04V than in A’0.25V, which can be attributed to the
different rate-determining steps in different regions.
As mentioned above, in the active region, convection is induced by FL to drive the anodic
products (Ni2+) and the active intermediate ions away from the surface of the electrode. The decrease
of the concentration of the anodic products (Ni2+) slightly affects the anodic processes because electron
transfer is the rate-determining step. However, when the concentration of the active intermediate ions
(such as Ni(ClH+)ads) decreases, the oxide film is formed easily on the surface of the electrode and the
rate of reaction (3) decreases to inhibit the anodic processes. Thus, MF decreases the anodic current. In
the prepassive region, the anodic current increases as the mass-transport processes (the ratedetermining step) of the corrosion products (Ni2+) are enhanced by MF due to the Lorentz-force-driven
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect [51-52].
Briefly, the concentration of the intermediate ions (such as Ni(ClH+)ads) plays a prominent role
in the active region during the anodic dissolution of Ni, whereas the mass-transfer process of the
anodic products (such as Ni2+) dominates in the prepassive region. With the application of MF, the
mass-transfer step is enhanced directly, while the electron-transfer step is affected indirectly.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, in-line digital holography was used to observe the dynamic processes during the
anodic dissolution of Ni in 0.5 M HNO3 + 2.0 mM Cl- with the application of a magnetic field.
The effects of MF are different in different regions. In the active region, MF is found to affect
the electron-transfer step through enhancing the mass-transfer step. The convection of electrolytes
induced by MF helps to drive away the intermediate ions, such as Ni(ClH+)ads from the surface of the
electrode, which can promote the active dissolution of nickel and inhibit the formation of the surface
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film; thus, the active dissolution is checked by MF. In the prepassive region, mass transfer is the ratedetermining step. The enhancement of the convection driven by FL accelerates mass transfer so that
MF increases the current.
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